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American Indians have been extolled as sages of the conservation
movement throughout the 20th century. This literary and popular image

ned strength during the 1960s. Counter-culture groups, particularly
spiritual beliefs of American Indian peoples began to represent an
ative to the "mechanized, materialistic" values of contemporary
Yet even as environmentalists and American youth began to appreciate
hat they believed were Indian values and attitudes, sportsmen and special
groups turned against remaining legal guarantees to Indian rights
and game. While young people were "turning on" t o Indians,
en were rallying against Indian treaty rights that were being litigated
era1 courts. In particular, attention focused on the State of
ashington, where bitter conflict between Indians and state officials was
'the right of taking fish
over 64 million acres of Indian land to the federal government.
The fishing dispute in Washington introduced an image of Native
Americans which would compete with the popular image of Indians as
conservationists. In Washington, and elsewhere across the United States,
Indians began to be depicted as exploiters of natural resources. Sportsmen
who feared the use of "their" resources were particularly active in foster-

isions without interference or regulation by the State of Washington.
e decision would have ramifications for similar cases in Oregon,
~chigan,Wisconsin and other states.)

The Boldt Decision, as it is commonly referred to, touched

Europeans, also believed that all products of the creation were sacred and
to be treated with care and respect. Indian populations understood that
ason for being, and were gifts from the

environmental looters bent on the destruction of timber stands,
deposits, and fish and game. When investigated, such allegatio
usually amounted to little more than the attempts of sportsman an
to retain their monopolies over contested resources.' Nonetheless,
have been scapegoated as rapacious plunderers with only the lo
temporary or historical evidence to substantiate the claims.
Sportsmen now often dismiss the picture of the Indian as
tionist as a romantic invention, but, in fact, it was originally given c
rency by sportsmen who knew Indians and their practices in
Native Americans have made enormous contributions to the g
rhetoric, but rather, r

America.
Although often neglected, the in

preserved for future generations, gained att
tury. Prior to this time, use of natural resources for imme
profit largely dictated environmental relations. The results o
harvesting game animals, fish and timber resources becam
decades between 1870-1890. By 1883, the great herds of bison had
reduced to remnant populations; other large hoofed animals fared
the same fate. Peter Matthiessen in Wildlife in America states th
sun. Killing was serious business, since life was "rubbed out." Huntgathering and planting were all governed by spiritual regulations which
ated environmental use.
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resources by non-Indian peoples. The waste a
represented an outgrowth of historic European perception
"nature as a commodity, a source of food fiber, we
physical and social well-being, to be utilized for ma
profit.'" It was an attitude succinctly sum
Martin, the "largest dealer of live pigeons for trap s
who stated in American Field that birds and game ani

in ways so that game would return. These
e internally regulated and culturally governed and placed
s on the future of all life.

eastern regions, western tribes were less affected and clung to older
and customs. It was the Crow, Lakota, Cheyenne, Pawnee, and
peoples, among other western tribes, who would significantly in-
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It was fortunate for the development of conservation that George Bird
Grinnell accompanied the Othneil C. Marsh Expedition of 1870 to the
American West. Grinnell, born in 1849 and reared in New York City on
the Audubon estate, had just completed his undergraduate studies at Yale
when he was invited to travel with the expedition in search of dinosaur
fossils. He was a self-avowed "pilgrim" on the 1870 expedition and acquired his survival skills from two Pawnee scouts, Duellist and Best-ofAll, who were hired to guide the party. Major Frank North also accompanied the expedition.
The 1870 Marsh Expedition initiated Grinnell into the American West
and introduced him to Indian hunting practices and perceptions of the
environment. In 1872 he returned to the West, and, for a period of time,
lived with the Pawnees. In July of 1872 he joined the Pawnees for their
annual buffalo hunt and commented upon the preparation for the hunt.
The Pawnees were preparing to start on their semi-annual buffalo hunt, and only the last religious rites remained to be performed before the nation should leave the village for the buffalo range. . .For several days the priests and the doctors had
been preparing for this solemn religious ceremonial. They had
fasted long: earnest prayers had been made to Ti-raJ-wa, and
sacrifices had been offered.12
Grinnell also made comparisons between Pawnee and non-Indian resour
use during 1872. After witnessing a hunt, Grinnell remarked that "every
ounce of this (meat) will be saved, and what is not eaten while fresh, will
be jerked and thus preserved for consumption during the winter.""
In 1872, significant numbers of bison still roamed the western range.
Grinnell, on subsequent trips to the west in 1874 and 1875, observed the
serious decline of bison and other hoofed mammals. He protested the
demi'se of these animals, and attributed this to the "wanton and useles
destruction by skin-hunters and pseudo-sportsmen."15 During this sam
period, Grinnell was befriended by the Cheyenne, Crow, and Black
Contact with these people and his old friends, the Pawnees, demonst
alternatives to the widespread slaughter of western mammals by
Indians. GrinneU's experiences during the 1870's, as he watched "the
ing of the great west," gave rise to his fervent conservation efforts in
years.
In 1880 George Bird Grinnell became the editor of Forest and Strea
the largest and most influential outdoor publication in the United
Grinnell assumed the editorial control from Charles Hallock, an
the magazine a major vehicle for the dissemination of conserv
thought in America. Grinnell also became an outspoken advo
American Indians in the West, and he frequently authored articles w
appeared in Forest and Stream on Indian matters. Using the editorial co
umn of the magazine, Grinnell opposed the General Allotment Act,
vocated Indian education, condemned the practices of the Indian ser
in contracting procedures that were handled by civilians, issued pleas
assistance for Indians who were starving on reservations, and seve
criticized reduced appropriations for Indian affairs.I6
Both his advocacy of Indian causes and his sympathy for In
peoples were apparent in 1882 when James Willard Schultz, who resl

with the Piegan, appealed to Grinnell for assistance in alleviating starvation on the Blackfoot reservation. Grinnell was eventually successful at
initiating an investigation of conditions on the reservation and the Bureau
of Indian Affairs relieved the agent who had allowed 550 Blackfoot to
starve to death during the winter of 1882-1883. Grinnell visited the reservation and Schultz in 1885, and penned an editorial on the trip in the October 22, 1886 edition of Forest and Stream. In this article, Grinnell
poignantly stated his observations of Indian children in reservation
classrooms.
Why should they sing so enthusiastically for the Red, White,
and Blue, which robbed them of their land and their subsistence, and made them paupers, living on its charity and tenets
on sufferance of so small a portion of the country that was
once all their own. T o think of what has been and what is
seemed to me impressibly sad.''
The editorial was signed Yo, a nickname which Grinnell frequently used.
In 1886, Grinnell also assisted Crow leaders who were protesting the
trespass on reservation lands by cattlemen. The Crow agent was issuing
"permits" to local ranchers to graze their stock on the reservation. This
was in clear violation of federal law, and undermined the ability of the
Crow to graze their own limited livestock. Grinnell, through a series of
articles in 1886, focused public attention on the issue and gained some
relief for the Crow.".
Although an advocate of Indian reform, Grinnell spent the majority
of his time furthering the cause of conservation. Forest and Stream was
a pioneer in the crusade to save timber resources and wildlife. Its editorials
supported the rise of game laws and game refuges while soliciting the
"moral aid" of sportsmen to enforce hunting regulations. These editorial
positions were strengthened by GrinneU's tireles lobbying efforts on behalf
of resource' legislati~n.'~
By 1885 Grinnell's interest in Indians and conservation had begun
to merge, and Forest and Stream began to print increasing numbers of
articles that focused on Indian crafts, environmental relations, and use
of resources. These ethnographic pieces were very popular and depicted
the intelligent actions and skills of American Indians. By late 1889, almost
every issue included at least one article describing indigenous practices, log
and these articles had the effect of formalizing the image of the Native
American as conservati~nist.~~
The linkage of Indians and conservation in sporting magazines was
not confined to Grinnell. Marstyn Pogue, who wrote for Field and Steam
at the turn of the century, parenthetically referred to himself as Trail
Maker. Pogue's column was titled "Mocassin Tracks," and he used
numerous Ojibway (Chippewa) words, which were translated in the text
of the articles, in recounting American Indian animal stories. He often
used these stories to convey characteristics of animals and to teach environmental morals. These efforts were an outgrowth of Grinnell's success with Indian material in Forest and Stream."
Grinnell, however, did not confine his activities to his magazine.
Perhaps his major contribution to the conservation movement was his role
in the founding of the Audubon Society in 1886, and The Boone and

Crockett Club in 1888.12Initially, the Audubon Society was dedicated to
the protection of nesting areas for wild birds, and was a response to the
exploitation of species used in decorating women's hats; the market hunting of waterfowl soon became a major issue of the Society.
The Boone and Crockett Club was organized in the response to the
decimation of large game animals on the continent, and in its by-laws proposed "to work for the preservation of the large game of this country."
The founding members included Grinnell, Theodore Roosevelt, Albert
Bierstadt and many others. Boone and Crockett membership fought for
the protection of Yellowstone Park, supported the forest reserve system,
and rallied behind legislation prohibiting the hunting of large game while
in the water. They popularized the idea of game refuges and helped initiate legislation which established Glacier National Park. The club was
instrumental in the rise of conservationist thought and action in the United
States.13
George Bird Grinnell's lifetime work on behalf of wildlife and land
resources can onlv be fully understood within the context of his 58 years
of contact with G t i v e ~ h e r i c a n s Grinnell,
.
who was known as "Fisher
Hat" among the Piegan Blackfoot and "Bird" to the Cheyenne, was called
"White Wolf" by the Pawnee, and "Grey Clothes" among the Gros Ventre, but he was the same keen observer of all these societies. He was also
a participant in some ceremonies. These experiences helped shape his
developing perception of human-animal relations, and provided underpinnings for his continued work in conservation.
Grinnell commented on many of these themes in Pawnee Hero Stories
and Folk-Tales which was published in 1889. In the text, Grinnell clearly
described the relationship between native peoples and animals.
The sacred character of Ti-ra'-wa (Creator) extends to animal
nature. The fishes which swim in the rivers, the birds of the
air and the beasts which roam the prairie, have sometimes intelligence, knowledge and power far beyond those of man. But
they are not gods. Their miraculous attributes are given them
by the Ruler, whose servants they are, and who makes them
the medium of his communications to man."
Grinnell subjectively understood the bond between man and animals and
how this tie obligated one to the other. This perception of responsibility
was closely aligned to his own evolving commitment to conservation and
his understanding of the need for individuals to establish a personal relationship with the environment.
The necessity for co-existence between "man" and animal was, for
native societies, grounded in spiritual beliefs, and Grinnell noted this in
his Pawnee Hero Stories. The Burnt Offering of the Animal Ceremony
of the Pawnees was one of the most important spiritual rites of the community. It reinforced the religious tie between "the people" and animals.
The first animal killed on the hunt was sacrificed. It was
necessary that this animal should be either a deer or a buffalo;
the first one killed on the hunt of these two kinds. They were
not permitted to kill any other sort of an animal, save only
these two, until after the sacrifice had been made."

The first buffalo or deer killed was brought into the main camp, "taken
to the sacred lodge," and prayed over by the "priests" of the village.26
This ceremony cemented the religious bond between the Pawnees and
animals.
In 1921 Grinnell summarized his impressions of American Indian environmental practices in his "First Families of America."
The Indian's life was passed in the open air and in close contact with nature. He drew his sustenance from the earth and
from wild creatures that lived upon it. He was part of nature,
and better than anything else he knew nature. A close and constantly watchful observer, nothing escaped his eye. He read
the signs of the earth and the sky, and the movements of birds
and animals, knew what these things meant, and governed his
acts by what these signs told him.16
This reference to "governed" actions means more than the observers ability
to predict game movements or weather, it referred also to the ability of
American Indians to co-exist with nature intelligently. Grinnell knew native
environmental patterns intimately and used them as a counterpoint to the
exploitative American use of western resources. It was his experience with
Indians that had helped foster his unfailing concern for the land and
animals of the continent.
George Bird Grinnell was not the only early conservationist influenced
by American Indian environmental practices. A second, equally significant, figure was his contemporary, the renowned naturalist, artist and
author, Ernest Thompson Seton.

Seton was born in South Shields in the north of England in 1860.
The family emigrated to Canada in 1866 and eventually settled near Toronto. In 1883, Seton moved to New York City, and continued to make his
home in the northeast for many years. He retained his Canadian citizenship, however, and this would complicate his life in later years."

While residing in the East, Seton embarked on a career as naturalist
and illustrator. By 1887 his writing and drawings were appearing regularly in Forest and Stream, Century Magazine, Saint Nicholas, and Canadian Science Monthly. The publication of his first book of short stories,
Wild Animals I Have Known, in 1898 won immediate acclaim and
catapulted him to national prominence.
Seton, while engaged in wildlife studies and sketching, developed a
keen interest in the customs, rituals and crafts of American Indians. He
became one of the foremost woodcraft experts in North America but he
eventually realized that he was simply relearning the techniques which had
been perfected by indigenous peoples. In 1897, he was taught sign language
by White Swan, a Crow scout who served with Custer on his final expedition, and he published his notes and observations as Sign Talk in 1918.
Seton, who advocated direct observation of animal behaviors in
natural habitats, became more than an Indian "hobbyist." He was an
accomplished hunter, tracker and trapper, and could critically appreciate
the skills of American Indians in these areas, Seton also came to understand the spiritual basis of lndian environmental relations, and incorporated rituals modeled after them into his life. His second wife, Julia MOSS
Seton, later commented upon the strength of these beliefs.
We laid great store by the little rituals and ceremonies we performed at home through the years. Every hearth fire was
blessed on its first lighting, each of our rooms carried on the
door the totem of the occupant.28
These rituals inspired by contact with American Indian peoples had a
significancebeyond Seton's personal conduct, for they influenced his larger
contributions to American environmentalism.
In 1902, after steeping himself in American Indian studies, Seton
began to make use of his acquired knowledge. In May of that year
"American Woodcraft" appeared in Ladies' Home Journal, and in it
Seton announced the formation of the Woodcraft Indians. This
organizaton, commonly called "Seton's Indians," was the f i s t outdoor
organization for boys in either the United States or Europe. The Woodcraft Indians were patterned on American Indian lore and practices; the
ideals of the organization were based on the life of Tecumseh, the Shawnee
okima.
First, guided by my own preference, l selected a hero as a
model. Not Robin Hood, nor Rollo the Sea King, nor King
Arthur; but the ideal of Fenimore Cooper, perfectly embodied
in Tecumseh, the great Shawnee - physically perfect, wise,
brave, picturesque, unselfish, dignified.
Seton also rejected the archetype frontiersman in his search for an appropriate model for young boys "who would be clean, manly, strong, unsordid, fearless and kind."" The Woodcraft Indians, with Tecumseh as
role model, would help to shape the Boy Scouts of America.
Seton recognized the need for a woodcraft manual, and in 1906
published the first edition of the Birch Bark Rolls, which served as the
Woodcraft Indians'handbook. In that same year, he sent a copy of this
manual to Robert Baden-Powell, the English military hero, and the two

'

arranged a meeting for later that year. Baden-Powell had only recently
experimented with boys camping, a full four years after Seton's campouts
for local toughs in Connecticut, and he was interested in pursuing discussions on the future of "scouting." Powell and Seton met in London in
October of 1906, and the groundwork was laid for the formation of the
Boy Scouts of America.)O
Seton worked diligently on this project, and in 1910, was chairman
of the first committee on organization for the Boy Scouts. He was present at all the important organizational meetings, and was at the Martha
Washington Hotel in New York City on October 27, 1910, when the
documents incorporating the Boy Scouts of America were completed.
Seton was designated Chief Scout of the organization, and President
William H. Taft was named Honorary President. Seton also wrote the
9th and 10th edition of the Birch Bark Rolls in that year, and titled them 113
respectively The American Boy Scout, and The Boy Scouts of America.
Unfortunately, Seton's affiliation with the scouts would be short l i ~ e d . ~ '
Militarism was gradually creeping into the philosophy of scouting in
the years before World War I, and it increasingly and explicitly replaced
Seton's focus on Indians. In 1910 Boy Scout President Colin Livingstone
stated that the intent of the scouting movement "is not an attempt to make
an Indian of the American Boy," while Colonel Peter S. Bonus claimed,
"There is no attempt in our organization to approach any of the Indian
names or styles of conducting the movement. Ours is to be along soldierly lines."32 Seton found these tendencies repulsive and protested the
"elimination of the beautiful, the political, the symbolic and ~ p i r i t u a l . " ~ ~
Seton's ideas and organizational efforts were being perverted by men who
did not understand the meaning of woodcraft and nature. The controversy between factions escalated, and in 1914, Seton remarked:

BY a succession of ruses, my life-work, which I began and
developed alone at the beginning, has been taken out of my
hands and put in charge of a group of men, absolute
newcomers, who do not understand it and are leading it to
disaster."
Seton was eventually expelled from the organization on technical grounds.
He had never renounced his Canadian citizenship to become an American
citizen. The federal charter of incorporation for the BOYScouts required
members of the national council to be American citizens. Seton was requested to apply for U.S. citizenship by that body. The board members
knew fulI well that Seton would never comply with the request* and he
severedhis ties with the organization. Although Seton droppedout the
B~~ scouts, he continued his work with the Woodcraft League of America,
an organization for boys which maintained his interests.34
There is little doubt that Seton's efforts, based upon American Indian crafts and customs, have had a major impact on the dissemination
of conservationist and environmental thought in America. The Boy Scouts
place a great deal of emphasis on outdoor skills and self-reliance.Another
priority of scouting is to foster and promote an outdoor ethic in Young
people through the camping experience and interaction with nature. The
heritage of scouting, as initiated by Seton and continued by contemporary
awards such as the Order of the Arrow, Owes a great deal to American
Indian environmental beliefs and skills. It is notable that no group
are more closely associated with the buffalo than Americ
and the Silver Buffalo award designates the highest achievements
organized scouting. Perhaps Ernest Thompson Seton did succeed; may
he did make, to some degree, an Indian of the American boy.
Throughout the remainder of his life, Seton devoted himself to
writing and studies of American Indian life. He continued to re
publish the Birch Bark Rolls, some of which were entitled, The
woodcraft and Indian Lore. Seton and his wife Julia eventual1
to New Mexico where he continued to write and publish
American Indians. The couple collaborated on The Rhythm of the
man, The Pulse 0f the Pueblo, and The Indian Costume Book durin
1930's. His most significant work, however, and the one which c1
stated the Setons' perceptions of American Indians, was The Go
the Redman. Issued in 1936, this book Was a harsh con
western society, and offered in its stead the traditions a
American Indians. In the introduction to the text, Seton thanked Gear
Bird Grinnell for his assistance and approval of the projectErnest Thompson Seton remained an outspoken proponent
American Indian values and ways of life. His views brought him critic
and ridicule for he contended that Indian practices and beliefs were
vant to current conditions and that "the Indian was a socialist in the
and literal meaning of the word.'"' Seton survived the attacks
influence on several generations of boys both through scouting
writings is undeniable. An example of this influence, and through it
influence of Indian peoples, is apparent in the article, "Inspired by
dians" that William H. Carr published in 1976 in the Conservation
of the New York State Department of Environmen
the
servation. In it Carr pays homage to Ernest Thompson Seton.

At the age of twelve Or SO, I was an ersatz Indian. I've never
quite recovered from the experience. James Fenimore cooper
with his Leatherstocking Tales, especially "The Last of the
Mohicans," had his way with me, as did Ernest Thompson
Seton with his books, "TWOLittle Savages," and "Rolf in the
Woods," and there was Daniel Carter Beard who urged his
BOYScouts to adopt some phases of what he called "the ~ n dian way" of woodmanship. I was not so much interested in
the costumes, dances and rituals, as in the particular part of
living outdoors. Dan Beard had said, "you'll never know as
muchabout the woods as the Indians knew, but you can learn
a lot if YOU put your mind to it."36
Carr continues by vividly tying the development of his conservation
rests to American Indians and Seton.
From what I had read in books, especially by Mr. Seton, I had
karned that Indians had a high regard for wildlife and only
animals they needed for food or other purposes, and that
they also had regard for certain creatures in a religious sort
of way. 1 suppose that originally my ideas about conservation
wildlife came from this knowledge. I felt, no doubt, that
as an Indian, I would Protect creatures from indiscriminate killing because, "being like an Indian," I had the desire to think
and behave as they did."
Indians," addresses the collective experience of many peainfluenced by the growth of a school of conservation which
spiration from American Indian environmental perceptions
nd Ernest Thompson Seton made enor" environmental awareness is unquesthat these contributions were, to some
outgrowth of American Indian philosophy, which both men
istorical relation between Indians and
oated for resource exploitation by nonoriginally initiated and benefited from
his Earth was not created by the industrious
Course of our future may be changed by
The Earth, the Mother of native peoples,
he heath-hen, whale, harp seal, bison,
in some cases were) her children. The
d daughters must affirm our commitMother asks little in return for sanen the circle of life is to be disturbed, stop
is what American Indians did for tenimpact of their actions on generations
inuity of the people. These environmenough formulated in religious terms far
n conservationists, strongly influenced
growth of XlIodern conservation. They still constitute a ray of hope
r the future of natural resources on the continent.
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